Abstract-In the use of extended Kalman filter approach in training and pruning a feedforward neural network, one usually encounters the problems on how to set the initial condition and how to use the result obtained to prune a neural network. In this paper, some cues on the setting of the initial condition will be presented with a simple example illustrated. Then based on three assumptions-1) the size of training set is large enough; 2) the training is able to converge; and 3) the trained network model is close to the actual one, an elegant equation linking the error sensitivity measure (the saliency) and the result obtained via extended Kalman filter is devised. The validity of the devised equation is then testified by a simulated example.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N neural-network training, the most well-known online training method is the backpropagation algorithm (BPA) [18] , which is a first-order stochastic gradient descent method. Its learning speed could be very slow. Many modified schemes inspired by the classical nonlinear programming technique [12] , [7] , using the approximation of the Hessian matrix of the error function, have been suggested in an attempted to speed up the training [14] . These schemes are usually computationally inexpensive compared with the full second-order methods; but they ofter involve a number of tuning parameters. A class of second-order descent methods inspired by the theory of system identification and nonlinear filtering [1] has recently been introduced to estimate the weights of a neural network. Two common examples are extended Kalman filter (EKF) which is applied to the training of multilayer perceptron [8] , [19] , [20] , [22] , [23] and recurrent neural network [24] , [16] , and the recursive least square (RLS) method which is applied to multilayer perceptron [3] , [9] , [11] and recurrent radial basis [4] , [2] . The EKF approach is an online mode training in that the weights are updated immediately after the presentation of a training pattern. The training methods are useful in that they do not require the storage of the entire input-output history. With EKF algorithms, the learning speed is improved and the number of tuning parameters is reduced.
Another concern in neural networks is the size of a neural network for a given problem. If the size is too small, the network may not be trained to solve the given problem. On the other hand, if the size is too large, overfitting may usually occur [13] and also the resource is wasted. An approach to determine the size is hard pruning [17] , such as optimal brain damage [10] , optimal brain surgeon [6] or Finnoff-Hergert-Zimmermann pruning statistics [5] . In such methods, a large network is being trained first and some unimportant weights are removed later. In hard pruning, a Hessian matrix [10] , [6] or a statistics [5] that is obtained by feeding the training samples or the testing samples into the trained network is required. In online control situation, the training samples or the testing samples may not be available after learning, the computational complexity of calculating such Hessian matrix could be substantial since the number of such samples could be very large.
As the EKF approach was shown to be a fast learning and some information such as the Kalman gain and error covariance matrix can be obtained during the progress of training, it would be interesting to inquire if there is any possibility of using EKF method together with hard pruning in order to speed up the learning process, as well as to determine the size of the trained network based on these information.
In this paper, we will present some results trying to connect extended Kalman filter and neural-network pruning. Specifically, we would like to present how can those result obtained by using extended Kalman filter training method be applied to measure the importance of a weight in a network and then give a simulation to illustrate and verify such idea. In the next section, the EKF training method will be introduced. After that, we will in section three describe how weight importance can be evaluated using the covariance matrix and the estimated weight vector which are being obtained via EKF method. The validity of the deduced equation will be described in Section IV and Section V will present the conclusion.
II. KALMAN FILTERING METHOD IN TRAINING
Let be the transfer function of a single-layer feedforward neural network where is the output, is the input and is its parameter vector. Given a set of training data , the training of a neural network can be formulated as a filtering problem [1] , [20] assuming that the data are generated by the following noisy signal model:
(1) (2) 1045-9227/99$10.00 © 1999 IEEE where and are zero mean Gaussian noise with variance and . A good estimation of the system parameter can thus be obtained by via the extended Kalman filter method [8] , [19] , [16] , [22] (3) (4) (5) (6) where .
III. USE OF MATRIX IN THE EVALUATION OF WEIGHT SALIENCY
It should note that after training, the only information that we have are 1) the parametric vector and 2) the covariance matrix. For simplicity, we rewrite (5) in the following form:
Suppose that the weight parameter and the covariance matrix both converge, the matrix is constant diagonal matrix denoted by , where and we can readily establish the asymptotic behavior for matrix (8) where Further assuming that there exist a time such that for all time , all will be very close to the limiting matrix , it is possible to deduce that (9) When is large, the second term in the right-hand side will approach to the expectation of which is depended on the input . Hence (10) By definition, is a positive definite matrix, it is readily shown that is also positive definite. Furthermore, we can diagonal decompose the matrix by where is the diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of as the elements, namely and the matrix contains the corresponding eigenvectors. Under such decomposition, (10) can be rewritten as follows: (11) Here, means the expectation of . Now let be the th diagonal element of the matrix (12) Two special cases can thus be obtained
Empirically, we have found that s are usually much larger than . So in the rest of the paper, we assume that . It should note that is equal to . Hence, putting the values of into (10)- (11), it is readily to get an approximation for the factor Hence (14)
Practically, we could not know , so we approximate it by the mean average . Putting back the definition of , we get that (15) Here denotes the th diagonal element of a matrix . With this, the expected change of error, denoted by , due to the setting of being zero can be discussed.
A. Single Pruned Weight
Recall that the true function is defined as a nonlinear regressor, noise, with parameter . After training, an approximation, is obtained. We drop the subscript from for simplicity. Let be the elements of , and be the variance of the output noise, the expected predicted square error (EPSE) of this approximated function would be given by
for . It should be remarked that the expectation is taken over to future data. Now consider that the th element of is being set to zero; let be the approximated function and be the corresponding parametric vector, we can have the EPSE given by noise (18) As the difference can also be decomposed as follows: noise (19) In case that is already very close to , the first term on the right side will be a Gaussian noise term which is independent of the second term. This implies that (20) When the magnitude of is small, the third term on the righthand side of (20) can be expanded in Taylor series and thus the expected predicted square error can be approximated by (21) Comparing (21) with (17), it is observed that the last term is the expected error increment due to pruning the th element of . Using (15), we can now relate the matrix and the parametric vector in the following manner: (22) Here, we use the notation to denote the incremental change of the expected prediction error due to pruning the th element, that is the expected prediction error sensitivity. Using (22) , the weights' importance can be defined.
B. Multiple Pruned Weights
With the use of (22), the weight importance can thus be ranked in accordance with their and the ranking list is denoted by , where if . If we let be a vector which elements being zeros and other elements being identical to the corresponding elements in , we can estimate the incremental change of mean prediction error by the following formula: (23) With this equation, we can thus estimate the number of weights (and which one) should be removed given that threshold. It is extremely useful in pruning a neural network. As mentioned in [15] , one problem in effective pruning is to determine which weights and how many weights should be removed simultaneously in one pruning step. Equation (23) sheds light on solving that problem as it is an estimation that amount of training error will be increased if the st to th weights are removed.
IV. TESTING ON THE APPROXIMATION
To verify that (22) and (23) are good estimations of the change in training error, the generalized XOR problem is being solved. The function to be approximated is defined as follows:
A feedforward neural network with 20 hidden units is trained using the extended Kalman filter method with
The value of is set to be and 8000 training data are generated. The actual training error is defined as follows:
After training, another 100 pairs of data are passed to the network and the mean prediction error is defined as the mean squares testing error
The importance of the weights is ranked according to the , (22) . The actual change of error is obtained by removing th weight from the trained neural network and then passing 100 pairs of testing data to the pruned network. We calculate this testing error by the formula The actual change of error is thus evaluated by actual This error term is then compared with the estimate, , in Fig. 1(a) . The -axis corresponds to , i.e., the actual change of error while the -axis corresponds to , the estimate.
In regard to the ranking list, the accumulative error is estimated via (23) . Similarly, to evaluate the actual change of error, another 100 data pairs are generated. According to the ranking list, say , the up to weights are removed. Then passing the 100 data pairs to the pruned network, we calculate the actual mean square error by the formulas And thus the actual change of error is . This error term is then compared with the estimate, and shown in Fig. 1(b) .
Figs. 2 and 3 show the comparison between the estimated testing error and the actual against number of weights pruned for different values of . The neural network has 20 hidden units. It is also found that the estimated and the actual against number of weights pruned for different values of . It is found that for small the estimated can closely estimate the actual for around 50. For large , the estimated can closely estimate the actual for around 30. 1 The formulation of FRLS-based pruning algorithm can be found in [21] . Comparing these two results, we can see that the EKF-based weight importance measure can closely approximate the actual incremental change of prediction error for up to around , where is the total number of weights.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a method on how to prune a neural network solely based on the results obtained by Kalman filter training such as the weight vector and the matrix. With the assumptions that 1) the training converges and 2) is close to and the size of the training data is large enough, we have derived an elegant equation expressing such relation. Making use of this equation, we are able to estimate the number of weight should be pruned and the which weight should be pruned away. Finally, it should noted that the estimated equation for the error sensitivity should also be applied to the detection of redundant input, as studied by Zurada et al. in [25] . Investigation along this line is worthwhile for future research.
